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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
71 - MODERN TUMAH AND TAHARAH ISSUES
COHANIM ON PLANES - PART 1
OU ISRAEL CENTER - WINTER 2017/2018

• It is well known that a Cohen may not come into proximity with a dead body. In the modern world, this gives rise to a number of
interesting halachic issues, such as:
- whether a Cohen may have a problem with modern air travel.
- whether a Cohen may travel on a place which is carrying a body being transported for burial.
- whether a Cohen may study and practice medicine.
- whether a Cohen may enter a hospital.
- whether a Cohen may enter a museum in which there are human remains.
- whether a Cohen may have skin grafts or dental implants from cadaver derived products.
- whether a Cohen may enter a clinic where such items are kept.
• With regards to the issue of air travel, there are three concerns:- that a passenger may, God forbid, die on the plane during travel. (Not much can be done to avoid this!)
- that the plane may fly over a Jewish cemetery.
- that the plane may be carrying a body being transported for burial.

A] THE RESTRICTIONS ON A COHEN
:uhN g C tNY
 ht«k Jp¬bk ov
º kt
 ´Trn t u i«r·v t h́bC ohb v«Fvk
 t r¬«nt
$ vJ«
º nkt Æwv rnt³
 «Hu (t)

1.

t:tf trehu

The Torah prohibits the sons1 of Aharon from becoming tamei through contact with a dead body.
• Some exceptions to this rules are set out in the subsequent verses in the Torah ie. that a Cohen MUST become tamei met to carry out
the burial of his own immediate family.
• A Cohen must become tamei met for a ‘Met Mitzvah’ - a body which has no one else to bury it.
• A Cohen must become tamei for pikuach nefesh - to save human life.
• A Cohen MAY contract any other form of tumah - eg sheretz, neveila. However, this would prevent his/her eating terumah and
kodshim and also entering the Mikdash.

B] HOW IS TUMAT MET SPREAD?
Tumat Met can be contracted in a number of halachic ways:• Maga:
• Masa:
• Ohel:

touching a dead body or parts of a dead body.
carrying a dead body, even if the corpse itself is not directly touched.
‘overhanging’ in connection with a dead body. This could in turn have three potential forms:
(i) Where the person passes over or leans over the body.
(ii) Where the body passes over or hangs over the person.
(iii) Where the person and the body are together under the same roof.

1. Hence the prohibition relates only to male Cohanim, not the wife or daughter of a Cohen.
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C] NOT JUST A COHEN’S PROBLEM!
tk apbk rntba veuk vz hrv 'vtr,vu ohsgc 'u,at ut vru,c oharupnv oh,n vaan .uj ,nk tnyba ivf kf t
apbk rntba ,nv in ,uarupv ,utnuyv rta sjtu ,nv sjtu 'taubv ut khvtnv ut ,nc gdubv sjtu /uhngc tnyh
///// /ovhrcsn ut vru,v in ,nv in ihtnynv ohrcs kf ,n ,tnuy ,ufkvc ubarhp rcfu 'uhngc tnyh tk
ddua ivfv vhv /kuafn i,, tk rug hbpku kg rcug utnya vzu veuk ivfv hrv ihshzn ovhba uhv ot ivfv ,t tnynv v
/veuk utnya vz hrv shzn utnya vzu

2.

d erp kct o"cnr

The Rambam rules that a non-Cohen who knowingly causes a Cohen to become tamei met is ALSO breaking a Torah
prohibition of Lifnei Iver (see previous shiurim).
• Is a person allowed to transport a body on an El Al flight in the almost certain knowledge that there will be Cohanim on that plane?

D] FLYING OVER A CEMETERY
• On most flights it is unlikely that the plane will overfly a cemetery.2

iufbu

(ohtrh wx oac h"hndvu o"cnr)

ihkhen aha hp kg ;t (kcenv wp wxu,u n"rvn) ovhkg lkhkn ivfv rvzhk iufb ohcfuf hscug hrce
rhnjvk

3.

c ;hgx dga inhx vgs vruh lurg ijkua

Even though a Cohen may not touch a non-Jewish corpse, the halachot of Ohel for a non-Jewish body are more lenient.
Whilst it is proper for a a Cohen to be strict and not be in a situation of Ohel over a non-Jewish grave, this is more of a
chumrah than a strict requirement.
• Given that it is unlikely that a plane will overfly a non-Jewish cemetry, this possibility is not a concern to a Cohen on a plane.
• How likely is it that a plane will overfly a Jewish cemetery? In principle, even less likely, but .....

Around Ben Gurion airport there are 4 Jewish cemeteries, including Emek Lod Achiezer and Yehud. Additionally Holon Cemetry is a very large area which is
potentially in the flight path into or out of Natbag.

• Historically this has been an occasional problem as flight paths from Ben Gurion try to avoid densely populated areas to the north
and military areas to the south.
• Occasionally, construction work at the airport causes the diversion of departing flight paths over Holon Cemetery. This happened in
November 2016. Some poskim3 advised Cohanim to avoid these flight, for example by flying from Haifa to Cyprus and flying on from
there.
2. One estimate is that 0.03% of the globe is covered with cemeteries - 3% of the globe is urbanized and approximately 1% of that comprises cemeteries.
https://www.quora.com/What-percentage-of-earths-surface-is-covered-up-by-cemeteries-the-cemetery-to-livable-land-ratio
3. Including Rav Nissim Karelitz.
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E] A BODY ON THE PLANE?
• As is known, many airlines transport bodies for burial overseas. This is especially true of flights to Israel since many Jewish people
wish to be buried in Eretz Yisrael. How much of a problem is this?
• It is more of an issue with El Al flights, especially since El Al apparently charge less to transport a met to Israel.
• In previous times, the advice often given was that Cohanim need not worry since the majority of flights do not contain a corpse. This
is no longer the case. Even by 1990 El Al estimated that there was a body on 80% of planes leaving New York in the winter and 60% in
the summer.4
• Today, almost every El Al flight leaving New York has a Jewish met on it.5 There is one designated El Al flight per day from Newark
which is guaranteed not to have a met on board.

F] SOLUTIONS
F1] TAKE A DIFFERENT FLIGHT
• Clearly, once a Cohen knows or is seriously concerned that there may be a body on the plane or that the plane may overfly a
graveyard, the problem can be solved by taking a different flight. As noted above, EL Al guarantee one flight a day from Newark without
a body. This may be more expensive or less convenient, but if there is a real concern of a Torah prohibition, the cost or inconvenience
may be unavoidable.
• However, we need to establish if there is actually a clear violation of a Torah prohibition. Are there grounds for leniency? If such
grounds for leniency are halachically valid they will become relevant, especially where the extra cost or inconvenience become very
significant.

F2] CHECK WITH THE AIRLINE
,n oac ihta uk urnth otu /,n od iurhutc gxuba ovk gsuu,h tka ohgxubv hbpn rcsv ihrh,xn iurhutv hkvbns gush
t"t r,hvv if ot /ohgxubvn ,tz rh,xvk ohmur ov hf igh 'b"hts ujen jhcavkn r,uh sug vz hf 'ovk ihntvk iht
kkf kutaku rrck m"ht tkhnnu ruxhtv er rrc,vk

4.

shr inhx vgs vruh cegh ,ekj ,"ua

R. Yaakov Breisch raises the question of whether there is any halachic benefit (or requirement) to ask the airline if there
is a body on a specific flight. Since the airline has a clear commercial interest in hiding the fact their answer may not be
reliable (aside from the general problem of whether the company representative on the phone genuinely has the relevant
information to make that call and whether they will be prepared to say if they don’t know!)
• Additionally, the airline may only know for sure if there will be a body on the flight shortly before the flight, so any earlier information
could be misleading.

F3] TZAMID P’TIL
r²Jt jU
 ,º p h́kF Æk«fu (uy) :ohn
 h ,¬
gcJ tnyh kv «tº C r´Jtkfu ÆkvÆ«tvk
 t t³Cvk
 F kv «t· C ,UńhhF ost vr«ºuTv ,t«zµ (sh)
:tUv tny uh·kg kh,P sh¬nmiht

5.
yh rcsnc

The Torah states that where an enclosed room is contaminated by tumat met, a vessel inside the room which is sealed tzamid p’til - will protect its contents, which will remain tahor.
• Tzamid P’til will only work if the vessel in question is not ‘mekabel tuma’ - receptive to tumah - from the exterior ie earthenware, or
not mekabel tumah at all eg stone or mud.
• It must fully wrap around - tzamid, and must be sealed hermetically in a way which is not easily opened - p’til.
• When occasional flights were briefly overflying a cemetery, some Poskim suggested that a Cohen could temporarily wrap himself in a
sealed plastic bag to create a tzamid p’til.6
4. See Tumeah of a Kohen, R. Alfred Cohen, Journal of Halacha Vol 15 at p28. Available at http://download.yutorah.org/1988/1053/735713.pdf
5. Quoted by Rabbi Aryeh Lebowitz in Ten (Really 40) Minute Halacha Jun 7, 2017 - May a Kohein Fly El Al out of JFK at minute 6:00
http://www.yutorah.org/sidebar/lecture.cfm/879718/rabbi-aryeh-lebowitz/ten-really-40-minute-halacha-may-a-kohein-fly-el-al-out-of-jfk/
6. A famous picture of a man in a plastic bag was circulating in 2013. There was a debate however as to when the picture was taken and whether it was authentic. See
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• This assumes that: (i) Plastic is not mekabel tumah; and (ii) The bag is considered a tzamid p’til even if there is no separate sealant.
• This psak was initially followed in certain emergency situations.7
• It can only be used for very short time periods (eg overflying a cemetery) and will not help if there is a body on the plane.

6.

ohkf wxn kg ohhj ,utrn rpxk vnfxvc drckud vhnjb inkz cr

Rav Zalman Nechemia Goldberg rules that the sealed bag approach does protect from tumah, even if there a small holes
in the bag which will allow in air. He is not sure if the holes can be made intentionally.8

F4] OHEL CHOTZETZ
(a) What is the halacha of an ‘Ohel?

,sruhu ,geuc vkugu ,geuc vtnuy

7.
/sb rhzb

One of the first principles of tumat met is that it extends upwards and downwards from the body in a direct line.

ihmmuj tku ihthcn tk (4) /ohthcn tku ohmmuj (3) /ihmmuj tku vtnuyv ,t ihthcn (2) /ihmmuju vtnuyv ,t ihthcn (1) ah
////

8.

t vban j erp ,ukvt vban

This tumah can be blocked when it hits an ‘ohel’ - a roofed structure. The Mishna in Ohalot9 delineates four types of
ohel for the purposes of tumah. A regular ohel will achieve two important halachic consequences - (i) it will spread thcn - the tumah to all areas under that roof; and (ii) it will block - .muj - the tumah such that it something is above the
roof, it will no longer be affected by the tumah. Some unusual ‘roofs’ have the effect of doing one of these but not both,
and some do neither. However, a regular roof will do both.

vtnuyv hbpc .muj ubht - vtnuy kcen tuva rcs kfu

9.

:yh tr,c tcc

Another major halachic principle is that a roof will NOT protect against tumah if it is itself mekabel tumah. For
example, if a roof made of metal overhangs a met it will not block the tumah and someone above the roof in line with the
met WILL become tameh
.

https://www.vosizneias.com/128174/2013/04/14/new-york-el-al-says-photo-of-bag-wearing-man-10-years-old/
7. In one case it was the only way someone could take to get a flight back to Israel for Pesach.
8. See articles by Rabbi Daniel Wolf in English - http://etzion.org.il/en/kohanim-flying-airplanes and in Hebrew
http://etzion.org.il/he/%D7%98%D7%99%D7%A1%D7%AA-%D7%9B%D7%95%D7%94%D7%A0%D7%99%D7%9D-%D7%9E%D7%A2%D7%9C-%D7%A7%D7%91%D7%A8
%D7%99%D7%9D . Rabbi Wolf writes that small holes may be made in the bag since only the seal around the top needs to be hermetic.
9. Some scholars suggest that the correct pronunciation is actually Ohilot. The plural of ohel - tent - is ohalim. Ohilah is the abstract noun - ‘tent-forming’ - and the plural will be
ohilot.
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(b) How does this relate to the plane?

• The met is stowed in the hold of the plane with the passengers seated above. Between the two sections is the roof of the hold, which
is also the floor of the passenger section.
• Does this cargo roof act as an ohel to contain the tumah?
• If not, and the tumah is able to get through to the passenger section, will it simply go straight up and through the roof of the plane, or
will the roof of the plane enclose the tumah and spread it through the passenger section?

(c) Is the plane mekabel tumah?

vtx ohgcrt ihehzjn ivu ohkua ovk aha ,hrsbxfkt vbhpx rucu ohbev ,ruufu aev ,ruuf ksdnvu vch,vu vshav
kykyhn ubht vzu 'iehru tkn kykyhnv eak 'rug hkfu .g hkf ae,ts - trubyrcn vhscug wr) /ihruvy ukt hrv achc ohruf ova jkc
ihtny ihkcen obht ihc ihkcen ihc ohkfv kf rtau /(rcah tkn uvukykyh otu htsn r,uh kusda hpk 'tkn

10.

t vban uy erp ohkf vban

The Mishna rules that very large wooden kelim (which contain more than 40 seah) are NOT mekabel tumah10. A very
large kli made from metal WILL be mekabel tumah.
• A plane is a very large kli, but it is NOT made from wood! Will it be mekabel tumah?
• New planes are made from graphite-epoxy - a carbon fibre compound which is NOT mekabel tumah.11
• Older planes are made12 from aluminium13. Is aluminium mekabel tumah?

cvZv,
 t Q¬t (cf :vJ«
 n ,t wv v¬Umr
 J
 t vr«ºuTv ,E´jD ,t«zµ v·nj kN
 k ohtCv tcº M v h´Jbtk
 t Æiv« Fv r³zg kt rnt¸
 « Hu (tf)
vSb h¬nC Qt¾ rvº y u ÆJt
 c Urh³cgT Jt
À c t´«chrJ
 t rºc Sk
 F (df :,rp «gv,
 t u khsCv,
 t kºzrC v,
 t Æ,JÆ«
 jBv,
 t ;x·
 Fv,
 t u
:ohN c Urh¬cgT JtC t«c² ht«k r¯Jt k¸«fu (,n ,tnuyn rvyk vz huyj uyuap hpk - hwar) t·Yj ,h

11.

df-tf:tk rcsnc

Following the war with Midian, the kelim captured had to be kashered, toveled and also put through a tahara process to
remove tumat met. 6 types of metal are mentioned as being mekabel tumah - gold, silver, bronze, iron, tin and lead.
• Are these the ONLY 6 metals which are mekabel tumah? If so aluminium will remain tahor. Or are they just examples of common
metals of the time, in which case aluminium will also be mekabel tumah.

/wudu kzrcvu ,ajbvu ;xfvu cvzv (tk rcsnc) varpc ihhubnv tkt t,hhruts ihtny ,uf,n hkf ihta

12.

:yh vbav atr h"ar

Rashi rules that ONLY the 6 metals mentioned explicitly in the Torah are mekabel tumah. Aluminium is not!14
10. Learnt from the connection between wooden kelim and kelim which are sacks. Just as a sack - full or empty - is moveable, so too a wooden vessel must be moveable (full or empty)
to be mekabel tumah.
11. Although the inside panelling and floors may still be made from other materials which could be mekabel tumah. In this case the roof of the cargo hold is key and these facts would
need to be checked.
12. Usually 80% of the weight is aluminium. Much of the rest is fiberglass.
13. Spelt thus out of loyalty to English roots!
14. This position is also taken by the Vilna Gaon.
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hbhnk ;khnk ihta //// /ohrjt ohbhn tku vtnuy ihkcen ov //// trec urntba ,uf,n hbhn ukt er hkuts ihhgk ah lt
ov vtnuy hbhs kfs asj ihnk vtnuy hbhs ;khnk iht vz tkc od vbv /sjtf ohtcv ohcu,f vaa ovs ohrjt ,uf,n
,uf,n hkf ihs ivk tvha ibhrnt tku ,uf,nf ihf,hb ova ;t t,hhrutsn y"en tk ,hfufz hkfs tvn ,me vhtru !f"vzd
//// tcur r,c ibhkzt /// ,uyhapc tny ukt ,uf,n hbhn ,ucurg,n tuv otu /tbhsk g"m n"n kct 'treca uktf

13.

sxe inhx c ekj vgs vruh van ,urdt ,"ua

Rav Moshe Feinstein also raises this as a likely possibility. In matters of tuma and tahara we depend largely on the
explicit designation of the pesukim and are not given to logical extrapolations.15

,hfufz hkf ihtu w,uf,n hkfw teus ohf,hbv ohkfv kfk ohtrue ifu /////wufu ;xfv ,tu cvzv ,t lt ,uf,n hkfc rntu
okkfc

14.

vnsev ohkf ,fxn o"cnrk vbanv aurhp

However, the position of the Rambam is that ALL metals are included in halacha. Thus, aluminium will be mekabel
tumah.16
• Therefore, according to Rashi the aluminium roof of the cargo hold will act as an ohel to block the tumah so the passengers remain
tahor.
• According to the Rambam, the aluminium roof of the cargo hold will NOT block the tumah. It will therefore break through that roof
into the passenger section. BUT, by the same token, the aluminium roof of the passenger section at the top of the plane will ALSO not
block or spread the tumah around the passenger section. So the only people affected by the tumah will be those people sitting directly
above the met.17
• A middle position could be that the aluminium in the place would be mekabel tumah on a Rabbinic level18 similar to glass. Even if
this were the case, it may STILL be that an ohel which is only rabbinically mekabel tumah will still block tumah.19

(d) Metal bolts and mixed materials
• Even if the plane is made from a material which is not mekabel tumah (whether carbon fibre or aluminium according to the view that
it is not mekabel tumah), it could be that the steel bolts of the plane which hold it together would be considered a ma’amid.
• Since the ma’amid holds the structure together20 it will have a dominant halachic status for these purposes. As such, if the ma’amid
is mekabel tumah, the whole structure could be deemed to be mekabel tumah.
• Some poskim differentiate between a ma’amid which gives real form to the material (which is stricter in halacha) and lesser form of
ma’amid which simply holds the pieces together. Even if the plane is held together with steel bolts, these do not give form to the
aircraft.
• This would appear to be supported by 19C poskim who ruled that trains (which sometimes passed over Jewish cemeteries) were to
be categorized as wooden kelim (even though they are also held together with metal bolts).
• In general, where there a substance is made from a mixture of materials, some of which are mekabel tumah and some are not, the
halachic status follows the majority.21

(e) A special plastic Ohel
• El Al purchased a large number of special plastic boxes designed by the Institute of Science and Halacha22 . The met is stowed
within this mini-ohel in order to block the tumah.
• Plastic is not mekabel tumah and should stop the tumah. Although we will see below that there may be other reasons that it would
not work.

15. Rav Moshe also rules that aluminium kelim require tevilah on a Rabbinic level and not min haTorah. cf inhx d"j vgs vruh van ,urdht. It is not clear however if that has any
direct bearing on the Cohanim issue.
16. This is also the positions of the Tiferet Yisrael.
17. It should be possible to check where the met is stored in the hold and whether there are any seats directly above it. If so, a Cohen may be able to avoid booking those seats.
18. As we saw in the halacha of tevilah above.
19. This is the position of the Mishne LeMelech and others - see Rabbi Wolf’s Hebrew article
20. We are more familiar with this concept in the halachot of s’chach on Succot where we require (or at least prefer) the ma’amid holding up the s’chach to also be made from a material
which is not mekabel tumah.
21. See Mishna Kelim 11:4. Again, the issue can be more complex than this - see a detailed analysis in Rabbi Wolf’s Hebrew article ob cit.
22. Under the leadership of Rabbi L. Y. Halperin. See Shu’t Minchat Shlomo 72 where R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach explains the invention of R.Halperin and raises various concerns and
objections as to whether it will work halachically.
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(f) Carpets
• Whether the carpets are or are not mekabel tumah is less relevant as they will usually be ‘batel’ to the metal floors.

(g) A MoveABLE Tent

huag ubhtu khtuv ohhkua uk aha hp kg ;tu vtx vtn ehzjn vhv ukhpt eaf iehru tkn kyky,vk huagv .g hkf kfu
kuche hkf rtaf vru, ihs vtnuy kcen vz hrv ,jbk

15.

wt vfkv d erp ohkf o"cnr

According to the Rambam, any kli which is designed to move is ALWAYS mekabel tumah, even if it is enormous and
contains far more than 40 seah, and even if it is made from wood and not metal!
• According to this view, the plane will definitely be mekabel tumah, no matter what it is made from, and will not act as a barrier
against tumah.

(h) Ships of the Sky

o·hckc v¬Hb t QrS (yh:k hkan) rntba vruvy thva vbhpxk ihbn

16.

c vban y erp ,ca vban

The Mishna, based on a verse in Mishlei rules that ships are NOT mekabel tumah.

vruvy vbhpx ;t ruvy oh vn /ohf :ik gnan te tv !thv oh ckc vhbt tyhap /trnd

17.
:dp ,ca

The Gemara appears to understand that the ruling is based on the inherently tahor status of the sea and all in it.

xrj ka thv ihc vru,c ihruntv ohkfv kkfc vbhpxv ihta /vtnuy ,kcen vbht ',kcen thva p"g ;t xrj ka vbhpx
/vbye ihc vkusd ihc .g ka thv ihc

18.

y vfkv jh erp ohkf o"cnr

The Rambam appears to give a different reason for the tahor status of a ship. It is just not like a regular kli23. Could the
same be said of an airplane? Would it apply even to a metal ship, or plane?

F5] OHEL ZARUK - A MOVING TENT
ALL of the above analysis may be irrelevant!!!! This is due to the principle of Ohel Zaruk. In its discussion of the principles of Ohel, the
Gemara understands that an Ohel can block tumah if it is acting as a regular Ohel - stationary on the ground. But what if an Ohel is
moving - flying through the air!!? There is a major debate within the Talmud of the status of an Ohel Zaruk - a flying tent structure.
Next week iy’H we will move into the halachic world of flying carpets and super-tahor children who ride on specially modified oxen to
avoid tumah. We will also raise other fresh issues such as:• Why is all of this an issue if Cohanim are all already tameh anyway?
• Do we really know who is a Cohen?
• When is a grave a grave?

To be continued .....

23. The Rambam does not elaborate on what the essential difference is. The analogy to a ship is a chidush of R. Wolf - see his Hebrew article for more discussion. Although interesting,
this sevara will not be definitive.
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